COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ADOOR
B.Tech Degree 8th Semester End Semester Examination JUNE 2021
Instruction to the Students
1. If any student finds inconvenience in writing the examination from his/her house/location due to
connectivity issues, such grievances shall be communicated to the staff advisor well in advance. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained during the time of examination.
2. A Google classroom will be created for each subject. Each student should join the respective
classrooms for the subjects they have registered for the university exam upon receiving the
invitation.
3. Students should use A4 size sheets for answering. Students shall write their KTU ID registration
number on TOP SIDE and affix their SIGNATURE on the BOTTOM SIDE of ALL PAGES. This can be
prepared well before the beginning of the examination.
4. The maximum marks for the examination of each subject (course) will be 70. The maximum
duration of the examination will be 2 hours and 15 minutes. A maximum of 30 minutes shall be
additionally provided to upload/submit the scanned answer sheets.
5. Students are required to submit the scanned answer sheets for one examination as a single PDF
document with filename as KTU Registration Number and Course Code in the format <KTU Regn
No_Code> (For Eg; if XYZ17CS023 is the KTU Regn Number and CS402 is the course code; then the
file name shall be XYZ17CS023_CS402).
6. Students shall maintain the hard copy of their answer sheets for 180 days, for verification if
needed.
7. All students should log in to the corresponding classroom 10 minutes before the exam schedule.
8. All students should complete the examination and upload the answer sheet in the stipulated time.
9. The students should not indulge in any malpractice while writing the examination. Any
malpractices identified will be strictly reported to the university.
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